
For Queer October, Formentera welcomes the visual theatre of "Imaginaris monstruosos"
Friday, 14 October 2022 09:53

The Formentera Office of Culture is pleased to announce that Saturday 22 October at 8.30pm,
the Sala de Cultura-Cinema will welcome Imaginaris monstruosos, part of the activities bill that
the Formentera Office of Equality has put together for October Queer (
Octubre Queer
) on International Day for Trans Depathologisation.

  

Imaginaris monstruosos, a piece of youth and adult visual theatre with puppets, innovation and
transgression, places the margins at the centre. In line with the symbolic language of the
production, the text is brief and poetic. The troupe says the show "invites audiences to travel
from the uncertainty of the darkness of the beast to the tenderness that emerges when we
acknowledge our vulnerability".

  

La Lioparda Teatre describe the underpinnings of the production as "the monster that we lock
inside to conform to the values of our culture". Behind this unconscious belief, they say, is the
idea that if "we show our defects, we will suffer the rejection of those we love or society at
large". Hence, at the core of the scenic conceit is the fear of discovery and the shame around
being unreal.

  

La Lioparda Teatre
The starting points of every LTT production are physical theatre, dance, object manipulation,
masks and puppets. Audiences hail shows' critical and feminist nature and questioning of social
models, power, oppressions and human relationships. Works revolve around gender and
sexuality, whether that involves the body, a questioning of the gender binary or lesbian, trans
and dissident visibilities.

  

Moreover, the troupe do more than perform, they lead workshops and trainings, and treat
theatre as a means of social transformation in which the body is the protagonist of the
subjectivities it represents.

  

Admission
Tickets cost €7 and are available on www.entradesformentera.cat . Unemployed individuals,
under-employed freelancers, retirees, under-25s, people with functional diversity, and
single-parent families and large families pay half price.
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